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A person’s being a Bengali, Kashmiri or Panjabi may become as central to his conception of 
himself as a person who deprived of this, might feel bare of his personhood itself. So if India is a 
nation then most of us would like to think it as “one nation with one culture”. This is nation with 
many cultures and these cultures defined in profound ways the kind of quality of life people live 
in this country. In India cultures are deeply rooted in religion and social structure. Each culture 
has different kind of caste and sub-caste system which categorizes people in mainstream and 
marginal group. In 1873 Jyotirao Phule, a Marathi sudra, published his book Gulamgiri 
(Slavery), the book was about the oppression of dalits in India. This slave account functioned 
effectively as a model for Phule to resist the oppressive caste system that had left the sudras and 
ati-shudras (the untouchables) without a sense of self-identity and consciousness in India. 
Phule’s life-long work to raise awareness among the lowest castes about their degraded condition 
as designed by the Manu’s caste system remains an inspiration today. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, the 
greatest Dalit leader in India who drafted the Constitution of India and was the country’s first 
Law Minister, acknowledged Phule’s work by dedicating his own book to Phule. Ambedkar, 
highlighted the state of Dalits struggle to claim their identity and humanity against the 
mainstream society.  

                               Although slavery and the caste system as institutions were abolished in 1950, 
the legacy of classified systems based on labor and discourses of supremacy has continued in the 
Indian society. Moreover, the caste system’s official negation has not erased the system from the 
cultural ethos of India. The caste system in India is not unique with respect to its hierarchical 
structure because hierarchies of different kinds define several other cultures. To understand the 
caste system, one must note the following terms: “varna,” “endogamy,” “pollution”,“purity” and 
“untouchability.” During the Vedic times, the four ‘varnas’ (literally meaning “color”) were 
supposed to have originated from the four parts of the Cosmic Man: the priestly class, (from the 
mouth), the warrior class, Kshatriyas (from the arms), the business class, Vaishyas ( from the 
thighs or loins), and the menial class, Shudras (from the feet). People could change their 
identities by changing their professions. Over time, however, the divisions became more rigid 
and one’s birth became the sole determinant of one’s identity. The first three ‘varnas’ were 
supposed to designate the light-skinned Aryan origin while the fourth and last one would imply 
the darker-skinned Dravidian origin. The Brahmans developed their own rituals of purity and 
maintained their superiority among the castes. They had access to the religious texts and 
scriptures and interpreted them for the rest of the society. Thus, the caste system is also known as 
being governed by the Brahmanical ideology. Endogamy helped to maintain this social order and 
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the notion of purity observed by Brahmans was guarded strictly by forbidding exogamy. 
Untouchability is not mentioned in the Vedic literature and nor is it supported by the creation-
myth of the Cosmic Man.  

                          Dalits were people outside the four-fold ‘varna’ system, they were called 
‘outcastes.’ They were responsible for disposing of dead bodies and working with carcasses of 
animals and their hides for leather, for cleaning the toilets, for keeping the neighborhoods dirt 
free. Ironically, the outcastes received the title of ‘untouchables’ because they touched and dealt 
with the filth and pollution of the entire society. Social interaction with upper castes, including 
eating together, sitting next to each other, going to the temple or school, or living in the same 
neighborhoods, was prohibited owing to fear of pollution. Any breach of the above mentioned 
codes of social interaction could result in polluting the upper castes, according to the 
Brahmanical order. Thus the untouchables were relegated to the outskirts of society and were 
denied access to education, temples, employment beyond their ancestral, often unhygienic, 
professions, and public social interactions in market places. In order to preserve the purity of the 
Brahmins, endogamy as a rule cemented the system that would prevent inter-marriage between 
the castes and maintain the caste purity of the Brahmans. 

           According to N.M. Aston, a professor, untouchability “was a kind of socio-religious 
slavery imposed upon the dalit people. It got institutionalized over the centuries in social norms, 
customs and traditions” (19).  

                             Gayatri Spivak’s oft-quoted and much debated essay, “Can the Subaltern 
Speak?” insists that the authentic subaltern female voice can never be ‘heard’ because she is 
always spoken for by supremacists, who manage/delimit the agency of subalterns. Spivak’s 
engagement with the issue of the subaltern voice as involving the question of the representation 
of the subaltern in real life.  

The subaltern can very often exercise only limited agency even in instances of writing her own 
testimony or narrative. This paper, examines representations of a subaltern women  Phoolan 
Devi in 20th century India, and argues that Spivak’s rhetorical question (to which she responds 
negatively) can yield no singular response and is dependent on the specific conditions under 
which the subalterns are represented. In other words, on one hand, even when the subaltern 
woman is ‘heard’ in a self-representation, her voice may not be free from constraints. On the 
other hand, when the subaltern woman is represented by the dominant group, her voice is 
effectively muted. 

                 In India Phoolan Devi, a poor Dalit woman, became famous through the 1980s until 
her assassination in 2001 as a woman bandit who took the laws of the land in her own hands 
and allegedly killed several upper caste men. According to Bishnupriya Ghosh, Phoolan 
attracted the attention of the press because as a low-caste Dalit woman, belonging to the sub-
caste of Mallahs, “designated as Other Backward Castes in state parlance,” her actions 
challenged hierarchies of caste and gender in rural India where caste politics, intersected by 
gender and class issues, assume a complex feudal scenario (459). Just as slaves who escaped 
from the brutal system of slavery in the American South were labeled “fugitive” for breaking 
the laws of a slaveholding society, the Dalits who break away from the repressive caste 
stranglehold are ousted as baghis (rebels/outlaws). They commit “crimes” like “looting, arson, 
or murder” to avenge the injustices of the upper castes and are considered dacoits or bandits 
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who can no longer live in society (Ghosh 460). Along with other crimes, Phoolan’s supposed 
killing of twenty- two Thakurs (upper caste men) in Behmai, an ordinary village in Uttar 
Pradesh, a state in north India, forced the Indira Gandhi-led central government to launch a 
“massive paramilitary operation” to terminate Phoolan’s ‘lawlessness. 
          When she was finally apprehended by the Indian government in 1983, Phoolan made 
headlines during her surrender to the state government before being imprisoned for eleven years. 
After her release in 1994 she launched her political career by getting elected to the lower house 
of the Indian Parliament, Lok Sabha. In 2001 she was murdered by men who claimed to avenge 
the Behmai massacre. 
           Phoolan’s unconventional life and career took the media in India and Europe by storm. 
Several books detailing her extraordinary life and a famous film, Bandit Queen, by Indian 
filmmaker Shekhar Kapur, have attempted to recapture the life of Phoolan. In the process of 
multiple representations, however, the ‘real’ Phoolan is probably lost. Except for newspaper 
reports and the aforementioned books and film there is no archival record of the actual person 
anymore. It is important to note that a practical problem with hearing Devi’s own voice was her 
illiteracy that made her completely dependent on journalists’ transcriptions of her experiences. 
Phoolan spoke Bundelkhandi, a regional dialect of Hindi, the Indian national language, which 
had to be translated first into standard Hindi in order to be translated once again into English for 
a wider audience within India and abroad. In such a case, the credibility of translators and the 
writer’s own maturity played a crucial role for an accurate version of Devi’s voice, twice 
removed from the final re- presentation. 
 
              How the subaltern woman’s voice and agency are suppressed in the re-presentations 
which often contradict each other? Two texts: Mala Sen’s India’s Bandit Queen: The True Story 
of Phoolan Devi (1991) and Shekhar Kapur’s film, Bandit Queen (1995) have been taken for 
present study. Sen’s account is considered to be the ‘definitive’ biography; Kapur’s film is the 
celluloid representation. 
                 Mala Sen painstakingly tries to re-create and consolidate Devi’s narrative through 
extensive research. Kapur clearly appropriates Phoolan’s voice and renders a brilliantly shot 
melodramatic tale while confirming the Western (specifically British) notion of Indian society as 
stagnant, repressive and sexist. They also attempt to re-present Phoolan as a Robin Hood figure, 
acutely conscious of her responsibility toward her wretched people. 
                    This paper probes the authenticity of Devi’s representations by Kapur and Sen. 
Although Sen’s account cannot be dismissed as fabricated, partly owing to the sources she cites 
and her personal interview with an imprisoned Phoolan, it is rather ironical that Sen wrote the 
screenplay for Kapur’s film which distorts several details of her own research. Ghosh rightly 
posits, “…when the popular apprehends (perceives) the subaltern, there is always an act of 
translation, a re-codification of the subaltern subject and her acts in accordance with the desires of 
specific populations or publics” (459). Elite and western perspectives successfully rob the 
subaltern woman of her voice and Spivak’s statement that the subaltern woman is always spoken 
for holds true in Devi’s re-presentations. Kapur deliberately depicts Devi as only a helpless 
victim of caste and gender oppression (the “imagined natural truth”) and refuses to acknowledge 
her individual stubbornness and agency in the face of severe oppression.  Mala Sen wrote the 
screenplay for Kapur’s film. In the first situation, the translators are never acknowledged while in 
the second, the question of the role and ethics of the elite mediator and interpreter looms large 
when the person who came closest to knowing the subaltern becomes an accomplice in the 
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misrepresentation. Who, then, speaks for and/or represents the subaltern? – becomes a crucial 
question. Which interpreter-intellectual can the subaltern woman trust? Spivak’s aptly warns 
against elitist and/or Western suppression of the subaltern voice when the elite intellectuals 
“masquerade(e) as the absent nonrepresenter(s) who let the oppressed speak for themselves” 
(292). 
                               Nevertheless, Mala Sen’s narrative, India’s Bandit Queen, has gained 
currency as the “definitive biography” (Ghosh 461) because it acknowledges several sources in 
order to persuade the readers of the credibility of her narrative. Sen acknowledges the translators, 
“Mandakini Dubey” and “Anjula Bedi, who translated the bulk of Phoolan’s prison diaries with 
great care and attention” (Sen xiii). Sen also refers to her knowledge of Hindi in order to 
establish her claim about recording the actual words of Phoolan’s family members about their 
now-famous relative. Also, by describing in detail her chance meeting with Phoolan outside the 
Gwalior court in a “12- by-6 foot room” filled by “armed guards,” Sen convinces the reader 
about her actual experience with the Bandit Queen (19). Thus, although Sen’s account does not 
claim to be a testimonial, it comes closest to knowing the “truth” about Phoolan Devi. Moreover, 
Sen concludes her Acknowledgments page with a disclaimer that alerts the reader to possibilities 
of discrepancies in her narrative: “…we have tried to untangle fact from fiction. Still, I am aware 
that here, in India, the imagination runs wild and the story changes as it is told and retold” (Sen 
xiv). Such admission to her readers ensures her credibility as a narrator committed to the truth 
available to her. Mala Sen acknowledges a similar unlikelihood of ever locating a particular truth 
about incidents in rural India. However, because Sen’s account details the struggle, suffering, 
extraordinary courage and tenacity of Devi, and owing to her exhaustive research, we can read 
Kapur mis-representations referentially. Portraying her as a victim of gender and caste 
oppression and multiple rapes only, and ignoring her innate strength, individuality, and the 
challenge she posed,  Kapur establishes her tale as one of revenge against dishonor and caste 
oppression. We have to keep in mind that Sen wrote the screenplay. However, if we consider the 
liberty a film director may take with the screenplay, we may agree to exonerate Sen’s culpability 
in the misrepresentation. 
                   Kapur ignores the fact that class issues combined with caste politics to complicate 
and shape Phoolan’s experience. While Sen provides detailed accounts of the family feud 
between Phoolan’s father and her richer, exploitative cousin which influenced Phoolan’s 
resistance to injustice in her early life, Kapur begins the film with Phoolan’s marriage to a much 
older Putti Lal. Divesting Phoolan of her courage to threaten older influential men like her rich 
cousin, Kapur shows Phoolan as a helpless victim of sexual exploitation whose body becomes 
the site of enactment of masculine and caste power. From the first few scenes, in which Putti Lal 
is shown exploiting a pre-pubescent bride, Kapur projects Phoolan’s sexual identity as her only 
identity.  
              Similarly, while Sen and Kapur both discuss the village headman’s son’s frustrated 
attempt to rape Phoolan and his consequent blaming her for it, only Kapur shows this man’s 
involvement in summoning Gujjar’s gang to capture her. In reality, as Sen notes, it was 
Phoolan’s cousin who contacted the bandit leader to take her away when she physically harmed 
him for stealing her father’s neem tree, his only remaining asset that could fetch him extra money 
but Kapur could not afford to pose a commonplace story of family fights for property as the 
cause of Phoolan’s forced association with bandits; only the portrayal of a story of gruesome 
caste oppression could win accolades from audience. Madhu Kishwar concurs in her biting 
review of the film in Manushi: 
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A more educated brother cheating his illiterate brother out of his land or the story of 
a wily cousin using his money to buy support in the village panchayat and with the 
local police has nothing "oriental" "exotic" or "third world" about it. Make it a case 
of upper caste tyranny over a lower caste woman and it becomes an instant hit 
formula in the West. (qtd. in Ravi’s “Marketing Devi” 145) 

 
           After Gujjar’s death, when two Thakurs, Sri Ram and Lala Ram join the gang under the 
leadership of the young Vikram Mallah, Sen notes, there was increasing tension because the 
upper caste men found the presence of Phoolan titillating and Vikram’s relationship with her an 
obstruction. Moreover, they were uncomfortable about a Mallah youth leading the gang. She 
discusses the confusion among the gang members when Vikram was first shot in the thigh, and 
the fleeing visitor of Sri Ram became an obvious suspect.  
        After Vikram heals in Kanpur and returns to his gang members, he is finallykilled during a 
night by Sri Ram and his allies and Phoolan is taken captive. This is where Kapur deviates again: 
instead of showing caste-based intra-gang fights that victimized many bandits, Kapur shows a 
blissful couple torn apart by sudden death. It helps to maintain the notion of sudden danger and its 
deadly nature in this world, argues Kapur. 
          He defends his directorial decision in the following manner: he felt the need to “create a 
sense of uncertainty. But it robs banditry of its own rules and power-games that result in such 
deaths. This is an elitist perspective that imposes its own version on the subalterns’ reality. 
Instead of showing the ongoing struggle among the gang members, Kapur focuses on the 
unpredictability of bandit-life. He colonizes the outlaw life and refuses to see any order in it 
because that order does not fit into his elitist expectations of subaltern lawlessness.  
              Mala Sen observes that what happened to Phoolan after Vikram’s death has many 
versions. She quotes a reticent Phoolan who said, “mujhse mazaak ki (Those people really 
fooled with me)” (125). Sen also quotes an American journalist, Jon Bradshaw, who reported on 
the multiple rapes in Behmai. However, Sen again quotes from Phoolan’s diaries about her 
being “locked up for three days without food and water” from where she was rescued by a local 
priest, also referred to by Bradshaw. Phoolan never mentions her rapes in her diaries. It is 
therefore very interesting to note that the film Bandit Queen (screenplay by Sen herself) became 
famous for its controversial gang-rape scenes, chilling in their crudity and simulated reality, and 
also for the scene in which a naked Phoolan is paraded through the village by Sri Ram to fetch 
water from the well while villagers watch silently.  Kapur, after reading Sen’s book, which 
includes both quotes of Phoolan and Bradshaw, chooses to depict the more sensational one 
rather overtly. Sen knew better than everybody in the film crew what Phoolan’s statements were. 
Yet she seemed to have been party to the gross misrepresentation.  
                  Yet another famous scene in the film shows the massacre of twenty-two Thakurs in 
Behmai, a controversy that Phoolan claims she was not involved in. Sen quotes from Phoolan’s 
interviews: “‘I was not there at the spot on that day and God is my witness…I was on the other 
side of the village when the massacre took place’” (155). But Kapur chooses to show Phoolan 
lining up the men and watching their being gunned down by her gang members. This Behmai 
massacre created a furor in the country that compelled Mrs.Gandhi to increase pressure on the 
top police officials to take control of the situation. Although Phoolan was finally apprehended 
because of the Behmai massacre, she never admitted to being involved in it. 
              Kapur never shows the interaction between the police officials and Phoolan as they 
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negotiated her terms of surrender. Instead, Kapur shows the police tagging along with Sri 
Ram, her primary tormentor, who shouts foul, sexually explicit language through a 
loudspeaker in his attempt to draw a deeply humiliated Phoolan out of her hideout in the 
ravines. In this melodramatic conclusion, Kapur ignores Phoolan’s real-life negotiations with 
Rajendra Chaturvedi, the Superintendent of Police of Madhya Pradesh, on the terms of her 
surrender. Sen’s account captures the fierceness of a woman while she cautiously negotiates 
her terms of surrender. It took Chaturvedi “several…meetings”through which Phoolan 
refused to commit anything without “think(ing) it over and discuss(ing) the matter with Man 
Singh” (Sen 209). Sen also notes in detail the fifteen “demands” Phoolan made that 
Chaturvedi had to get approved from the state Chief Minister before she agreed to surrender. 
Thus, Phoolan was not a vanquished Dalit girl who bowed her head in surrender. Rather, the 
state government made accommodations to get her to surrender. On the contrary, Kapur uses 
his only voice-over in the film in which we hear a broken-voiced Phoolan narrating the terms 
in a tone of passive surrender. Thus, in his re-presentation and re-creation of Phoolan’s 
experience, Kapur silences Phoolan’s voice effectively and creates a Phoolan, a victim of 
caste and gender oppression, which is palatable to a Western audience. Spivak reiterates: 
“…the subaltern woman will be as mute as ever” (295). 
        This paper is summed up with the continuing question of the dis/service done by well-
meaning national elite and/or Western representers to the Indian subaltern woman. Phoolan had 
to depend entirely on others for her portrayal, and in the process was thoroughly misrepresented. 
Her real-life agency was silenced in all forms of presentation, except in Sen’s biography. But 
Mala Sen’s role is perhaps the most problematic and raises the question of the ethics of elitist 
involvement in the subaltern question. We don’t know the extent of her involvement in Kapur’s 
actual filming project and whether Kapur made changes to the screenplay. But that she was a 
prominent member of the crew makes her role crucial. Did Phoolan make her vulnerable to 
misrepresentation by revealing her experiences to Sen at a time when it was crucial for Phoolan 
to communicate to the world the injustices she had suffered in real life? 
             This narrative which, is argued above, was a rightful re- presentation by her editors 
and audience, all existing accounts of Phoolan’s experience are in fact re-presentations by 
elitist and urban Indian and European intellectuals/interpreters. In both cases, the authentic 
subaltern voice is difficult to hear amidst the mediators’ controlling voices. It is evident that 
Phoolan’s voice has been represented by Kapur ,who has obscured her actual 
“counternarrative” (threat) to the elitist caste hierarchy and have left no scope for the reverse 
discourse to be articulated. I conclude that the Dalit subaltern female in rural India, completely 
represented by the elite, “cannot be heard or read” (Spivak 308).At the end it could also be 
resolved that a subaltern can also better speak for himself or herself. 
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